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Master Oracle Fusion Middleware Successfully design
rich enterprise web applications using the detailed
information in this Oracle Press volume. Oracle Fusion
Developer Guide goes beyond the predominant drag-anddrop methods in Oracle JDeveloper 11g and provides a
wealth of examples that address common development
scenarios when using Oracle Fusion Middleware. Work
with Oracle JDeveloper 11g, define navigation rules,
accept and validate user input, build page layouts and
skins, and incorporate drag-and-drop functionality into
web applications. This authoritative resource also
explains how to secure and internationalize your
applications. Understand the Oracle Application
Development Framework and Oracle ADF Faces Rich
Client lifestyle Construct Oracle ADF data controls, task
flows, and dynamic regions Graphically represent
information with Oracle ADF Faces DVT components
Modularize applications using Oracle ADF libraries,
Oracle ADF task flows, and other reusable components
Define dynamic navigation rules in Oracle Fusion
Middleware web applications Leverage Web 2.0 features
using Oracle ADF Faces Rich Client components Control
user access with Oracle WebLogic Server and Oracle
ADF security For a complete list of Oracle Press titles,
visit www.OraclePressBooks.com
This effective self-study system delivers complete
coverage of every topic on the AWS Certified Developer
Associate Exam Take the challenging AWS Certified
Developer Associate Exam with confidence using the
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comprehensive information contained in this effective
test preparation guide. Written by an Amazon Web
Services certified expert and experienced trainer, AWS
Certified Developer Associate All-in-One Exam Guide
(Exam DVA-C01) covers every subject on the exam and
clearly explains how to create, deploy, migrate, monitor,
and debug cloud-native applications. Designed to help
you pass the exam with ease, this guide also serves as
an ideal on-the-job reference. Covers all topics on the
exam, including: Getting started with AWS Journey AWS
high availability and fault tolerance Working with cloud
storage Authentication and authorization Creating SQL
and NoSQL databases in AWS Cloud AWS application
integration and management Developing cloud-native
applications in AWS Building, deploying, and debugging
cloud applications Electronic content includes: 130
practice questions Test engine containing full-length
practice exams and customizable quizzes
Getting Started with Oracle WebLogic Server 12c is a
fast-paced and feature-packed book, designed to get you
working with Java EE 6, JDK 7 and Oracle WebLogic
Server 12c straight away, so start developing your own
applications.Getting Started with Oracle WebLogic
Server 12c: Developer's Guide is written for developers
who are just getting started, or who have some
experience, with Java EE who want to learn how to
develop for and use Oracle WebLogic Server. Getting
Started with Oracle WebLogic Server 12c: Developer's
Guide also provides a great overview of the updated
features of the 12c release, and how it integrates Java
EE 6 and JDK 7 to remove boilerplate code.
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Written by the most knowledgeable Oracle JDeveloper
author team in the world This Oracle Press guide shows
how to build Web applications using the Fusion
Middleware development tool, Oracle JDeveloper. The
book discusses the latest technologies and explains how
to develop code using multiple techniques. Oracle
JDeveloper 11g Handbook: A Guide to Fusion Web
Development covers the Oracle Application
Development Framework and JavaServer Faces. Handson practice examples walk you through the creation of a
complete sample application that employs highlyinteractive user interface components and declarative
development methods. You will learn the techniques
required to implement Fusion-oriented software solutions
in JDeveloper.
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party
sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality,
authenticity, or access to any online entitlements
included with the product. This study guide covers 100%
of the objectives for the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Architect Associate exam Pass the new Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Architect Associate exam with ease using
the detailed information contained in this effective selfstudy system. Written by an Oracle expert and respected
author, Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Architect Associate
All-in-One Exam Guide (Exam 1Z0-1072) offers
complete coverage of every subject on the challenging
exam. Hands-on exercises, practice exam questions with
in-depth explanations, “Notes,” “Exam Tips,” and
“Cautions” throughout provide professional insight and
call out potentially harmful situations. Beyond exam
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preparation, this guide also serves as a valuable on-thejob reference. Covers all exam topics, including: • Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure concepts • OCI identity and access
management • OCI networking • Compute instances •
Storage • Database • Automation tools • OCI best
practice architectures Online content includes: • 140
practice questions • Fully-customizable online test
engine
Master the advanced concepts of PL/SQL for
professional-level certification and learn the new
capabilities of Oracle Database 12c About This Book
Learn advanced application development features of
Oracle Database 12c and prepare for the 1Z0-146
examination Build robust and secure applications in
Oracle PL/SQL using the best practices Packed with
feature demonstrations and illustrations that will help you
learn and understand the enhanced capabilities of
Oracle Database 12c Who This Book Is For This book is
for Oracle developers responsible for database
management. Readers are expected to have basic
knowledge of Oracle Database and the fundamentals of
PL/SQL programming. Certification aspirants can use
this book to prepare for 1Z0-146 examination in order to
be an Oracle Certified Professional in Advanced
PL/SQL. What You Will Learn Learn and understand the
key SQL and PL/SQL features of Oracle Database 12c
Understand the new Multitenant architecture and
Database In-Memory option of Oracle Database 12c
Know more about the advanced concepts of the Oracle
PL/SQL language such as external procedures, securing
data using Virtual Private Database (VPD), SecureFiles,
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and PL/SQL code tracing and profiling Implement Virtual
Private Databases to prevent unauthorized data access
Trace, analyze, profile, and debug PL/SQL code while
developing database applications Integrate the new
application development features of Oracle Database
12c with the current concepts Discover techniques to
analyze and maintain PL/SQL code Get acquainted with
the best practices of writing PL/SQL code and develop
secure applications In Detail Oracle Database is one of
the most popular databases and allows users to make
efficient use of their resources and to enhance service
levels while reducing the IT costs incurred. Oracle
Database is sometimes compared with Microsoft SQL
Server, however, Oracle Database clearly supersedes
SQL server in terms of high availability and addressing
planned and unplanned downtime. Oracle PL/SQL
provides a rich platform for application developers to
code and build scalable database applications and
introduces multiple new features and enhancements to
improve development experience. Advanced Oracle
PL/SQL Developer's Guide, Second Edition is a handy
technical reference for seasoned professionals in the
database development space. This book starts with a
refresher of fundamental concepts of PL/SQL, such as
anonymous block, subprograms, and exceptions, and
prepares you for the upcoming advanced concepts. The
next chapter introduces you to the new features of
Oracle Database 12c, not limited to PL/SQL. In this
chapter, you will understand some of the most talked
about features such as Multitenant and Database InMemory. Moving forward, each chapter introduces
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advanced concepts with the help of demonstrations, and
provides you with the latest update from Oracle
Database 12c context. This helps you to visualize the
pre- and post-applications of a feature over the database
releases. By the end of this book, you will have become
an expert in PL/SQL programming and will be able to
implement advanced concepts of PL/SQL for efficient
management of Oracle Database. Style and approach
The book follows the structure of the Oracle Certification
examination but doesn't restrict itself to the exam
objectives. Advanced concepts have been explained in
an easy-to-understand style, supported with feature
demonstrations and case illustrations.
This OCP Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 11
Developer Complete Study Guide was published before
Oracle announced major changes to its OCP certification
program and the release of the new Developer 1Z0-819
exam. No matter the changes, rest assured this Study
Guide covers everything you need to prepare for and
take the exam. NOTE: The OCP Java SE 11
Programmer I Exam 1Z0-815 and Programmer II Exam
1Z0-816 have been retired (as of October 1, 2020), and
Oracle has released a new Developer Exam 1Z0-819 to
replace the previous exams. The Upgrade Exam
1Z0-817 remains the same. This is the most
comprehensive prep guide available for the OCP Oracle
Certified Professional Java SE 11 Developer
certification—it covers Exam 1Z0-819 and the Upgrade
Exam 1Z0-817 (as well as the retired Programmer I
Exam 1Z0-815 and Programmer II Exam 1Z0-816)! Java
is widely-used for backend cloud applications, Software
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as a Service applications (SAAS), and is the principal
language used to develop Android applications. This
object-oriented programming language is designed to
run on all platforms that support Java without the need
for recompilation. Oracle Java Programmer certification
is highly valued by employers throughout the technology
industry. The OCP Oracle Certified Professional Java SE
11 Developer Complete Study Guide in an indispensable
resource for anyone preparing for the certification exam.
This fully up-to-date guide covers 100% of exam
objectives for Exam 1Z0-819 and Upgrade Exam
1Z0-817 (in addition to the previous Exam 1Z0-815 and
Exam 1Z0-816). In-depth chapters present clear,
comprehensive coverage of the functional-programming
knowledge necessary to succeed. Each chapter clarifies
complex material while reinforcing your understanding of
vital exam topics. Also included is access to Sybex's
superior online interactive learning environment and test
bank that includes self-assessment tests, chapter tests,
bonus practice exam questions, electronic flashcards,
and a searchable glossary of important terms. The
ultimate study aid for the challenging OCP exams, this
popular guide: Helps you master the changes in depth,
difficultly, and new module topics of the latest OCP
exams Covers all exam objectives such as Java arrays,
primitive data types, string APIs, objects and classes,
operators and decision constructs, and applying
encapsulation Allows developers to catch up on all of the
newest Java material like lambda expressions, streams,
concurrency, annotations, generics, and modules
Provides practical methods for building Java
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applications, handling exceptions, programming through
interfaces, secure coding in Java SE, and more Enables
you to gain the information, understanding, and practice
you need to pass the OCP exams The OCP Oracle
Certified Professional Java SE 11 Developer Complete
Study Guide is a must-have book for certification
candidates needing to pass these challenging exams, as
well as junior- to senior-level developers who use Java
as their primary programming language.
NOTE: The OCP Java SE 11 Programmer I Exam
1Z0-815 and Programmer II Exam 1Z0-816 have been
retired (as of October 1, 2020), and Oracle has released
a new Developer Exam 1Z0-819 to replace the previous
exams. The Upgrade Exam 1Z0-817 remains the same.
Improve your preparation for the OCP Java SE 11
Developer exam with these comprehensive practice tests
OCP Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 11
Developer Practice Tests: Exam 1Z0-819 and Upgrade
Exam 1Z0-817 offers readers over 1000 practice
questions to help them hone their skills for the
challenging 1Z0-819 exam as well as the 1Z0-817
upgrade exam. Covering all the objective domains that
help readers master the crucial subject areas covered by
the exam, OCP Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 11
Developer Practice Tests provides domain-by-domain
questions as well as additional bonus practice exams to
further solidify the reader’s mastery of its subjects. This
book covers topics like: Understanding Java Technology
and Environment Working with Java Operators,
Primitives, and Strings Creating Methods and Lambda
Expressions Designing Classes, Interfaces, Enums, and
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Annotations Writing Functional Interfaces and Streams
Building Modules and Migrating Applications to Modules
Applying I/O, NIO.2, JDBC, Threads, and Concurrency
Secure Coding in Java SE Application And much more
Perfect for anyone studying for the OCP Java SE 11
Developer and Upgrade exams, as well as all those who
wish to brush up on their Java programming skills, OCP
Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 11 Developer
Practice Tests: Exam 1Z0-819 and Upgade Exam
1Z0-817 is an indispensable resource that has a place
on the bookshelf of every Java enthusiast, professional,
and student.
Become an ADF expert with essential tips n' tricks and
case studies for leveraging your ADF applications.
Authoritative guide to Oracle WebLogic Server-from
Oracle insiders If you're an experienced Java developer
who wants to expand your skills, Professional Oracle
WebLogic Server is the perfect guide for you. This book
is written by a top-notch author team that that includes
one of the lead architects from Oracle’s Fusion
Middleware Development Architects team. Follow their
best practices, workarounds, and sound techniques and
confidently develop even the most mission-critical
applications with WebLogic Server. This book fully
covers WebLogic Server 11g, including the new features
of both JEE 5 and WebLogic Server, as well as JEE 5
annotations, Spring, JPA, JAX-WS, JMS Store-AndForward, SAML support, and the WLST administrative
scripting tool. This book is the authoritative guide to
Choosing a Web application architecture Best practices
for development and production environments Designing
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an Java EE application Building Enterprise JavaBeans in
WebLogic Server Building an EJB application Packaging
and deploying WebLogic web applications Developing
and deploying web services Using WebLogic JMS Using
WebLogic security Administering and deploying
applications in WebLogic Server Optimizing WebLogic
Server performance
Create Modern, Enterprise Mobile Apps with Oracle
Mobile Cloud Service Create and deploy highperformance enterprise mobile applications using the
hands-on information contained in this Oracle Press
guide. Written by a director of product management
within Oracle’s platform-as-a-service group, Oracle
Mobile Cloud Service Developer’s Guide features a startto-finish case study application that clearly demonstrates
key techniques and features. Learn how to set up mobile
back ends, work with native SDKs, build custom APIs,
and deliver best-in-class mobile services with Oracle
Mobile Cloud Service. Oracle Mobile Application
Accelerator and enterprise mobile solutions are fully
covered in this comprehensive resource. •Explore the
features and benefits of Oracle Mobile Cloud Service
•Work from the command line, within Oracle Mobile
Cloud Service, and native platform IDEs •Visually
describe business objects using REST API for Oracle
Mobile Cloud Service •Perform CRUD operations on the
back end and client side •Develop mobile applications
using SDKs for iOS and Android •Build a cross-platform
client with Oracle Mobile Application Accelerator
•Monitor and administer Oracle Mobile Cloud Service in
enterprises of all sizes
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Develop enterprise architect skills by building secure,
highly available, and cost-effective solutions with Oracle
Functions, Terraform, and the Oracle Cloud VMware
Solution Key Features Explore Oracle's Gen 2.0 Cloud
infrastructure and its high-performance computing
capabilities Understand hybrid cloud capabilities and
learn to migrate apps from on-premises VMware clusters
to OCI Learn to create Kubernetes clusters and run
containerized applications on Oracle's Container Engine
Book Description Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) is a
set of complementary cloud services that enables you to
build and run a wide range of applications and services
in a highly available hosted environment. This book is a
fast-paced practical guide that will help you develop the
capabilities to leverage OCI services and effectively
manage your cloud infrastructure. Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure for Solutions Architects begins by helping
you get to grips with the fundamentals of Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure, and moves on to cover the building blocks
of the layers of Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), such
as Identity and Access Management (IAM), compute,
storage, network, and database. As you advance, you'll
delve into the development aspects of OCI, where you'll
learn to build cloud-native applications and perform
operations on OCI resources as well as use the CLI, API,
and SDK. Finally, you'll explore the capabilities of
building an Oracle hybrid cloud infrastructure. By the end
of this book, you'll have learned how to leverage the OCI
and gained a solid understanding of the persona of an
architect as well as a developer's perspective. What you
will learn Become well-versed with the building blocks of
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OCI Gen 2.0 Cloud Control access to your cloud
resources using IAM components Manage and operate
various compute instances Tune and configure various
storage options for your apps Develop applications on
OCI using OCI Registry (OCIR), Cloud Shell, OCI
Container Engine for Kubernetes (OKE), and Service
Mesh Discover ways to use object-relational mapping
(ORM) to create infrastructure blocks using Terraform
code Who this book is for This book is for cloud
architects, cloud developers, and DevSecOps engineers
who want to learn how to architect and develop on
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure by leveraging a wide range
of OCI IAAS capabilities. Working knowledge of Linux,
exposure to basic programming, and a basic
understanding of networking concepts are needed to get
the most out of this book.
Master the fundamental concepts of computer operating
systems with Tomsho's GUIDE TO OPERATING
SYSTEMS, 6th Edition. An excellent resource for training
across different operating systems, this practical text
equips you with key theory and technical information as
you work with today's most popular operating systems,
including Windows, macOS and Linux platforms. You will
learn how general operating systems are organized and
function as well as gain hands-on experience with OS
installation, upgrading and configuration. Processors, file
systems, networking, virtualization, security, device
management, storage, OS maintenance and
troubleshooting are explored in detail. Content also
covers Windows 10 and earlier Windows client OSs,
Windows Server 2019 and earlier Windows server OSs,
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Fedora Linux, and macOS Mojave and earlier. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
A handy reference guide explaining core concepts of
Oracle HCM Cloud Application. All the worked out
examples have been performed in a SaaS Deployment
but very well applies for an On-Premise or Hybrid
Deployment Model too. Topics include HCM Data
Loader, HCM Spreadsheet Data Loader, HCM Extracts,
BI Publisher Reports, OTBI Analysis, Web-Services,
Developer Connect, Functional Setup Manager,
Personalization, Customization, Absence Management,
Fast Formulas, Scheduled Processes, Value-Sets,
Profile Options, Lookups, Approval Workflows,
Notifications, Rest API
Web Standards: Mastering HTML5, CSS3, and XML
provides solutions to the most common web design
problems, and gives you a deep understanding of web
standards and how they can be implemented to improve
your web sites. You will learn how to develop fully
standards-compliant, mobile-friendly, and search engineoptimized web sites that are robust, fast, and easy to
update while providing excellent user experience and
interoperability. The book covers all major web standards
for markup, style sheets, web typography, web
syndication, semantic annotations, and accessibility. This
edition has been fully updated with the latest in web
standards, including the finalized HTML5 vocabulary and
the full list of CSS3 properties. Web Standards:
Mastering HTML5, CSS3, and XML is also a
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comprehensive guide to current and future standards for
the World Wide Web, demonstrating the implementation
of new technologies to address the constantly growing
user expectations. Web Standards: Mastering HTML5,
CSS3, and XML presents step-by-step guides based on
solid design principles and best practices, and shows the
most common web development tools and web design
frameworks. You will master HTML5 and its XML
serialization, XHTML5, the new structuring and
multimedia elements, the most important HTML5 APIs,
and understand the standardization process of HTML
5.1, HTML 5.2, and future HTML5 versions.
Oracle has announced big changes to its Oracle
Certified Professional (OCP) Java SE 11 certification
program. As of October 1, 2020, the OCP Java SE 11
Programmer I Exam 1Z0-815 and Programmer II Exam
1Z0-816 will be retired, and Oracle will begin offering a
new Developer Exam 1Z0-819 to replace the previous
exams. The good news is you’ll only need to pass one
exam instead of two exams to earn the OCP certification!
If you’re working toward the current OCP Java SE 11
certification, keep going. You have until October 1, 2020
to complete your current OCP. If you’ve already taken
the Programmer I Exam 1Z0-815 and would like to take
the Programmer II Exam 1Z0-816, you have until
September 30, 2020 to take the exam in the current
program. NOTE: Oracle will continue to offer the
Upgrade Exam 1Z0-817 (Upgrade from OCA Java 7 &
8). Thecompletely-updated preparation guide for the new
OCP Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 11
Programmer II exam—covers Exam 1Z0-816 Java, a
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platform-independent, object-oriented programming
language, is used primarily in mobile and desktop
application development. It is a popular language for
client-side cloud applications and the principal language
used to develop Android applications. Oracle has
recently updated its Java Programmer certification tracks
for Oracle Certified Professional. OCP Oracle Certified
Professional Java SE 11 Programmer II Study Guide
ensures that you are fully prepared for this difficult
certification exam. Covering 100% of exam objectives,
this in-depth study guide provides comprehensive
coverage of the functional-programming knowledge
necessary to succeed. Every exam topic is thoroughly
and completely covered including exceptions and
assertions, class design, generics and collections,
threads, concurrency, IO and NIO, and more. Access to
Sybex's superior online interactive learning environment
and test bank—including self-assessment tests, chapter
tests, bonus practice exam questions, electronic
flashcards, and a searchable glossary of important
terms—provides everything you need to be fully prepared
on exam day. This must-have guide: Covers all exam
objectives such as inheriting abstract classes and
interfaces, advanced strings and localization, JDBC, and
Object-Oriented design principles and patterns Explains
complex material and reinforces your comprehension
and retention of important topics Helps you master more
advanced areas of functional programming
Demonstrates practical methods for building Java
solutions OCP Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 11
Programmer II Study Guide will prove invaluable for
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anyone seeking achievement of this challenging exam,
as well as junior- to senior-level programmers who uses
Java as their primary programming language.
Plunkett's InfoTech Industry Almanac presents a complete
analysis of the technology business, including the
convergence of hardware, software, entertainment and
telecommunications. This market research tool includes our
analysis of the major trends affecting the industry, from the
rebound of the global PC and server market, to consumer
and enterprise software, to super computers, open systems
such as Linux, web services and network equipment. In
addition, we provide major statistical tables covering the
industry, from computer sector revenues to broadband
subscribers to semiconductor industry production. No other
source provides this book's easy-to-understand comparisons
of growth, expenditures, technologies, imports/exports,
corporations, research and other vital subjects. The corporate
profile section provides in-depth, one-page profiles on each of
the top 500 InfoTech companies. We have used our massive
databases to provide you with unique, objective analysis of
the largest and most exciting companies in: Computer
Hardware, Computer Software, Internet Services, ECommerce, Networking, Semiconductors, Memory, Storage,
Information Management and Data Processing. We've been
working harder than ever to gather data on all the latest
trends in information technology. Our research effort includes
an exhaustive study of new technologies and discussions
with experts at dozens of innovative tech companies.
Purchasers of the printed book or PDF version may receive a
free CD-ROM database of the corporate profiles, enabling
export of vital corporate data for mail merge and other uses.
The comprehensive study aide for those preparing for the
new Oracle Certified Professional Java SE Programmer I
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Exam 1Z0-815 Used primarily in mobile and desktop
application development, Java is a platform-independent,
object-oriented programming language. It is the principal
language used in Android application development as well as
a popular language for client-side cloud applications. Oracle
has updated its Java Programmer certification tracks for
Oracle Certified Professional. OCP Oracle Certified
Professional Java SE 11 Programmer I Study Guide covers
100% of the exam objectives, ensuring that you are
thoroughly prepared for this challenging certification exam.
This comprehensive, in-depth study guide helps you develop
the functional-programming knowledge required to pass the
exam and earn certification. All vital topics are covered,
including Java building blocks, operators and loops, String
and StringBuilder, Array and ArrayList, and more. Included is
access to Sybex's superior online interactive learning
environment and test bank—containing self-assessment tests,
chapter tests, bonus practice exam questions, electronic
flashcards, and a searchable glossary of important terms.
This indispensable guide: Clarifies complex material and
strengthens your comprehension and retention of key topics
Covers all exam objectives such as methods and
encapsulation, exceptions, inheriting abstract classes and
interfaces, and Java 8 Dates and Lambda Expressions
Explains object-oriented design principles and patterns Helps
you master the fundamentals of functional programming
Enables you to create Java solutions applicable to real-world
scenarios There are over 9 millions developers using Java
around the world, yet hiring managers face challenges filling
open positions with qualified candidates. The OCP Oracle
Certified Professional Java SE 11 Programmer I Study Guide
will help you take the next step in your career.
This effective study guide offers 100% coverage of every
objective for the AWS Certified Cloud Practitioner exam Take
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the challenging AWS Certified Cloud Practitioner exam with
confidence using the detailed information contained in this
effective self-study guide. Written by a recognized AWS
expert, the book offers 100 percent coverage of all four exam
domains: Cloud concepts, security and compliance,
technology, and billing and pricing. AWS Certified Cloud
Practitioner All-in-One Exam Guide (Exam CLF-C01) is based
on proven pedagogy and features special elements that teach
and reinforce practical skills. You will get accurate practice
questions along with detailed explanations. Beyond exam
preparation, the guide also serves as a valuable on-the-job
reference. Comprehensive coverage includes: How to obtain
AWS Certified Cloud Practitioner certification The value of the
AWS Cloud The AWS shared responsibility model AWS
Cloud security best practices AWS Cloud costs, economics,
and billing practices Core services, including compute,
network, databases, and storage AWS services for common
use cases AWS Cloud economics Full-length practice exam
with explanations And much more Online content includes:
130 practice exam questions Fully customizable exam engine
'CD-ROM contains authors' sample databases, source code,
and over 30 third-party tools' Cover.
Quickly Get Up and Running on Oracle Database Exadata
Cloud Service Quickly install, configure, and start using
Oracle Database Exadata Cloud Service with the hands-on
information contained in this comprehensive Oracle Press
guide. Designed for easy learning, the book features realworld examples, detailed illustrations, and step-by-step
instructions. Oracle Database Exadata Cloud Service: A
Beginner’s Guide walks you through the basics and shows
you how to provision, create, and deploy databases. Basic
system administration tasks, including data backup and
recovery, software patching, and system updating, are clearly
explained. Advanced monitoring and data compression
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techniques are also covered. Inside, you’ll discover how to:
•Set up and configure Oracle Database Exadata Cloud
Service•Navigate the user interface•Work with tooling and
CLIs•Deploy smart scans and storage indexes•Employ the
latest compression techniques•Handle Oracle Exadata
resource management•Administer Oracle Exadata Smart
Flash Cache•Manage and monitor your Oracle Exadata
Cloud Service•Migrate to Oracle Exadata Cloud Service
TAG: For a complete list of Oracle Press titles, visit
www.OraclePressBooks.com.
Introduces the topic of cloud computing with an emphasis on
the trustworthiness of cloud computing systems and services
This book describes the scientific basis of cloud computing,
explaining the ideas, principles, and architectures of cloud
computing as well the different types of clouds and the
services they provide. The text reviews several cloud
computing platforms, including Microsoft Azure, Amazon,
Oracle, Google, HP, IBM, Salesforce, and Kaavo. The author
addresses the problem of trustworthiness in cloud computing
and provides methods to improve the security and privacy of
cloud applications. The end-of-chapter exercises and
supplementary material on the book's companion website will
allow readers to grasp the introductory and advanced level
concepts of cloud computing. Examines cloud computing
platforms such as Microsoft Azure, Amazon, Oracle, Google,
HP, IBM, Salesforce, and Kaavo Analyzes the use of aspectoriented programming (AOP) for refactoring cloud services
and improving the security and privacy of cloud applications
Contains practical examples of cloud computing, test
questions, and end-of-chapter exercises Includes
presentations, examples of cloud projects and other teaching
resources at the author’s website
(http://www.vladimirsafonov.org/cloud) Trustworthy Cloud
Computing is written for advanced undergraduate and
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graduate students in computer science, data science, and
computer engineering as well as software engineers, system
architects, system managers, and software developers new to
cloud computing.
Quickly get up to speed with Oracle's Application
Development Framework (ADF). Rapidly build modern, userfriendly applications that will be easy to re-use, expand, and
maintain. Oracle ADF Survival Guide covers the latest 12c
version and explains all the important concepts and parts,
including ADF Faces, ADF Task Flows, ADF Business
Components, ADF Skins, the new Alta UI, and how to
implement business logic in all layers of the application.
Organizations with existing investments in Oracle database
and Oracle Forms applications will be able to leverage
Oracle's best practice for application development in moving
those applications to the ADF framework. The book: Explains
all parts of the ADF stack Shows how to integrate with
databases and web services Demonstrates the best practice
for ADF enterprise architecture What You Will Learn Rapidly
build great-looking, user-friendly screens Build page flows
visually for improved communication with business users
Easily connect your user interface to databases and other
back-end systems Leverage the best practice for productive
team development Establish a solid enterprise architecture for
maximum reuse and maintainability Automate your build and
deployment process Who This Book Is For Experienced
developers who want to rapidly become productive with
Oracle's Application Development Framework (ADF) 12c. It is
for Oracle Forms and database developers working for
organizations who have followed Oracle’s strategic direction
to ADF, as well as for experienced Java developers who want
to learn Oracle’s highly-productive, JSF framework.
Provides information on the tools, strategies, and methods on
planning and performing a database, desktop application, or
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IT infrastructure migration.
Market research guide to American employers. Includes hardto-find information such as benefit plans, stock plans,
salaries, hiring and recruiting plans, training and corporate
culture, growth plans. Several indexes and tables, as well as
a job market trends analysis and 7 Keys For Research for job
openings. This massive reference book features our
proprietary profiles of the 500 best, largest, and fastestgrowing corporate employers in America--includes addresses,
phone numbers, and Internet addresses.
InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is
segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also
celebrates people, companies, and projects.
Sie möchten die Schlüsselspezifikationen der Java EE
6-Plattform schnell und unkompliziert kennenlernen? Dann ist
dieses Taschenbuch genau das Richtige für Sie. Es bietet
einen Überblick über die wichtigsten Technologien, die auf
der Plattform eingesetzt werden, sowie leicht verständliche
Codebeispiele, die Ihnen demonstrieren, wie Java EE 6 die
Entwicklung von Web- und Enterprise-Anwendungen
drastisch vereinfacht. - Verstehen, wie die Java EE
6-Features mit Design Patterns in Web- und EnterpriseAnwendungen zusammenhängen - Die nötigen
Spezifikationen finden, um die eigene Anwendung Java EEfähig zu machen - Neuerungen bei Enterprise JavaBeans
(EJB), JavaServer Faces (JSF) und anderen Komponenten
kennenlernen - Java EE 6-Web Profile entdecken, die den
früheren "One Size Fits All"-Ansatz ersetzen - Die Contexts
and Dependancy Interjection (CDI) und die Java API für
RESTful Webservices einsetzen - Die Java EE-Entwicklung
mit Netbeans und GlassFish starten
The book presents a collection of accepted papers from the
3DGeoinfo 2015 international conference held in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia from October 28 – 30, 2015. All papers
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underwent double-blind review by experts from around the
globe. The conference brought together pioneering
international researchers and practitioners to facilitate the
dialogue on emerging topics in the field of 3D geoinformation. The focus areas include: - Data Collection and
Modeling: advanced approaches for 3D data collection,
reconstruction and methods for representation- Data
Management: topological, geometrical and network models
for maintenance of 3D geoinformation- Data Analysis and
Visualization: frameworks for representing 3D spatial
relationships, 3D spatial analysis and algorithms for
navigation, interpolation, advanced VR, AR and MR
visualisation, as well as 3D visualization on mobile devices3D Applications: city models, Cadastre, LBS, etc.
As industries are rapidly being digitalized and information is
being more heavily stored and transmitted online, the security
of information has become a top priority in securing the use of
online networks as a safe and effective platform. With the
vast and diverse potential of artificial intelligence (AI)
applications, it has become easier than ever to identify cyber
vulnerabilities, potential threats, and the identification of
solutions to these unique problems. The latest tools and
technologies for AI applications have untapped potential that
conventional systems and human security systems cannot
meet, leading AI to be a frontrunner in the fight against
malware, cyber-attacks, and various security issues.
However, even with the tremendous progress AI has made
within the sphere of security, it’s important to understand the
impacts, implications, and critical issues and challenges of AI
applications along with the many benefits and emerging
trends in this essential field of security-based research.
Research Anthology on Artificial Intelligence Applications in
Security seeks to address the fundamental advancements
and technologies being used in AI applications for the
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security of digital data and information. The included chapters
cover a wide range of topics related to AI in security
stemming from the development and design of these
applications, the latest tools and technologies, as well as the
utilization of AI and what challenges and impacts have been
discovered along the way. This resource work is a critical
exploration of the latest research on security and an overview
of how AI has impacted the field and will continue to advance
as an essential tool for security, safety, and privacy online.
This book is ideally intended for cyber security analysts,
computer engineers, IT specialists, practitioners,
stakeholders, researchers, academicians, and students
interested in AI applications in the realm of security research.
Oracle Fusion Developer GuideBuilding Rich Internet
Applications with Oracle ADF Business Components and
Oracle ADF FacesMcGraw Hill Professional
SQL kann Spaß machen! Es ist ein erhebendes Gefühl, eine
verworrene Datenmanipulation oder einen komplizierten
Report mit einer einzigen Anweisung zu bewältigen und so
einen Haufen Arbeit vom Tisch zu bekommen. Einführung in
SQL bietet einen frischen Blick auf die Sprache, deren
Grundlagen jeder Entwickler beherrschen muss. Die
aktualisierte 2. Auflage deckt die Versionen MySQL 6.0,
Oracle 11g und Microsoft SQL Server 2008 ab. Außerdem
enthält sie neue Kapitel zu Views und Metadaten. SQLBasics - in null Komma nichts durchstarten: Mit diesem leicht
verständlichen Tutorial können Sie SQL systematisch und
gründlich lernen, ohne sich zu langweilen. Es führt Sie rasch
durch die Basics der Sprache und vermittelt darüber hinaus
eine Reihe von häufig genutzten fortgeschrittenen Features.
Mehr aus SQL-Befehlen herausholen: Alan Beaulieu will
mehr vermitteln als die simple Anwendung von SQLBefehlen: Er legt Wert auf ein tiefes Verständnis der SQLFeatures und behandelt daher auch den Umgang mit
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Mengen, Abfragen innerhalb von Abfragen oder die überaus
nützlichen eingebauten Funktionen von SQL. Die MySQLBeispieldatenbank: Es gibt zwar viele Datenbankprodukte auf
dem Markt, aber welches wäre zum Erlernen von SQL besser
geeignet als MySQL, das weit verbreitete relationale
Datenbanksystem? Der Autor hilft Ihnen, eine MySQLDatenbank anzulegen, und nutzt diese für die Beispiele in
diesem Buch. Übungen mit Lösungen: Zu jedem Thema
finden Sie im Buch gut durchdachte Übungen mit Lösungen.
So ist sichergestellt, dass Sie schnell Erfolgserlebnisse haben
und das Gelernte auch praktisch umsetzen können.
The Internet of Things is a technological revolution that
represents the future of computing and communications.
Even though efforts have been made to standardize Internet
of Things devices and how they communicate with the web, a
uniform architecture is not followed. This inconsistency
directly impacts and limits security standards that need to be
put in place to secure the data being exchanged across
networks. Cryptographic Security Solutions for the Internet of
Things is an essential reference source that discusses novel
designs and recent developments in cryptographic security
control procedures to improve the efficiency of existing
security mechanisms that can help in securing sensors,
devices, networks, communication, and data in the Internet of
Things. With discussions on cryptographic algorithms,
encryption techniques, and authentication procedures, this
book is ideally designed for managers, IT consultants, startup
companies, ICT procurement managers, systems and
network integrators, infrastructure service providers, students,
researchers, and academic professionals.
Master Oracle Mobile Application Framework In Oracle
Mobile Application Framework Developer Guide, Oracle ACE
Luc Bors explains how to use this powerful tool to create
multiplatform mobile apps based on a single code base.
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Detailed examples and ready-to-use code are provided
throughout the book. A complete, step-by-step sample
application highlights the robust functionality of Oracle Mobile
Application Framework, including data visualization, UX
patterns, geographical maps, push notifications, and more.
Take full advantage of the visual and declarative
development features of Oracle Mobile Application
Framework with help from this Oracle Press resource.
Configure your IDE for Android and Apple iOS application
development Build AMX pages and task flows for mobile
applications Work with the binding layer and data controls
Create application features and configure access to them in
the springboard and navigation bar Call web services using a
data control and create an on-device database Implement
device interaction services Debug, test, and secure Oracle
Mobile Application Framework applications Build an
interactive sample app that maximizes Oracle Mobile
Application Framework capabilities

Even though blockchain technology was originally created as
a ledger system for bitcoin to operate on, using it for areas
other than cryptocurrency has become increasingly popular
as of late. The transparency and security provided by
blockchain technology is challenging innovation in a variety of
businesses and is being applied in fields that include
accounting and finance, supply chain management, and
education. With the ability to perform such tasks as tracking
fraud and securing the distribution of medical records, this
technology is key to the advancement of many industries.
The Research Anthology on Blockchain Technology in
Business, Healthcare, Education, and Government is a
vital reference source that examines the latest scholarly
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material on trends, techniques, and uses of blockchain
technology applications in a variety of industries, and how this
technology can further transparency and security. Highlighting
a range of topics such as cryptography, smart contracts, and
decentralized blockchain, this multi-volume book is ideally
designed for academics, researchers, industry leaders,
managers, healthcare professionals, IT consultants,
engineers, programmers, practitioners, government officials,
policymakers, and students.
Build your own enterprise applications and integration flows
with JBoss and its products About This Book Build fast,
smart, and flexible applications using JBoss Couple one or
more JBoss products to effectively solve various business
problems Explore the JBoss product ecosystem for improving
the performance of your projects Who This Book Is For If you
are a Java developer who wants to have a complete view of
the JBoss ecosystem or quickly explore a specific JBoss
Product, then this is the book you want. Integrators and
consultants, familiar with JBoss, who want integrate several
JBoss products within their ongoing project will also find this
book useful. What You Will Learn Create new applications or
integrate existing systems with JBoss products Setup and
manage a JBoss domain Setup and manage a JBoss Fuse
cluster with Fabric and Apache Karaf Create and deploy
OSGi applications on JBoss Fuse containersv Manage
enterprise data with JBoss Datagrid Aggregate various data
sources with JBoss Data virtualization to offer data as a
service Optimize your business and workflows with both
JBoss Business RulesManagement System and JBoss
Business Process Management platforms. In Detail Have you
often wondered what is the best JBoss product to solve a
specific problem? Do you want to get started with a specific
JBoss product and know how to integrate different JBoss
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products in your IT Systems? Then this is the book for you.
Through hands-on examples from the business world, this
guide presents details on the major products and how you
can build your own Enterprise services around the JBoss
ecosystem. Starting with an introduction to the JBoss
ecosystem, you will gradually move on to developing and
deploying clustered application on JBoss Application Server,
and setting up high availability using undertow or HA proxy
loadbalancers. As you are moving to a micro service
archicture, you will be taught how to package existing Java
EE applications as micro service using Swarm or create your
new micro services from scratch by coupling most popular
Java EE frameworks like JPA, CDI with Undertow handlers.
Next, you will install and configure JBoss Data grid in
development and production environments, develop cache
based applications and aggregate various data source in
JBoss data virtualization. You will learn to build, deploy, and
monitor integration scenarios using JBoss Fuse and run both
producers/consumers applications relying on JBoss AMQ.
Finally, you will learn to develop and run business workflows
and make better decisions in your applications using Drools
and Jboss BPM Suite Platform. Style and Approach The book
works through the major JBoss products, with examples and
instructions to help you understand each product and how
they work together.
- Erstellen reaktiver Anwendungen - Spring MVC für
Webanwendungen und RESTful Web Services - Sicherheit
für Anwendungen mit Spring Security - Behandelt Spring 5.0
Diese vollständig aktualisierte Ausgabe des Bestsellers
»Spring in Action« enthält alle Spring-5.0-Updates, neue
Beispiele für reaktive Programmierung, Spring WebFlux und
Microservices. Ebenfalls enthalten sind die neuesten BestPractice-Methoden für Spring einschließlich Spring Boot. Das
Spring Framework erleichtert Java-Entwicklern die Arbeit.
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Neue Features in Spring 5 übertragen den
produktivitätsorientierten Ansatz auf Microservices, reaktive
Entwicklung und andere moderne Anwendungskonzepte. Da
Spring Boot nun vollständig integriert ist, können Sie auch
komplexe Projekte sofort beginnen und müssen dafür nur
minimalen Konfigurationscode schreiben. Das aktualisierte
WebFlux-Framework unterstützt dabei reaktive
Anwendungen, die sofort einsatzbereit sind. Das Buch führt
Sie durch die Kernfunktionen von Spring, die Craig Walls in
seinem berühmten klaren Stil erklärt. Erstellen Sie Schritt für
Schritt eine sichere, datenbankgestützte Webanwendung. Auf
dem Weg dorthin lernen Sie reaktive Programmierung,
Microservices, Service Discovery, RESTful APIs und die
Bereitstellung (Deployment) von Spring-Anwendungen
kennen und bekommen außerdem zahlreiche ExpertenTipps. Ganz gleich, ob Sie Spring gerade entdecken oder auf
die Version 5 migrieren – dieser Klassiker hilft Ihnen dabei!
AUS DEM INHALT // Erste Schritte mit
Spring/Webanwendungen entwickeln/Mit Daten arbeiten/
Zugriffskontrolle mit Spring Security/Mit
Konfigurationseigenschaften arbeiten/REST-Dienste erstellen
und konsumieren/Nachrichten asynchron senden/Spring
integrieren/Einführung in Reactor/Reaktive APIs
entwickeln/Daten reaktiv persistent speichern/ServiceDiscovery/Konfiguration verwalten/Fehler und Latenzzeiten
behandeln/Mit Spring Boot Actuator arbeiten/Spring
verwalten/Spring mit JMX überwachen/Spring
bereitstellen/Bootstrapping von Spring-Anwendungen
From operating systems to the cloud, Oracle’s products and
services are everywhere, and it has the market share to prove
it. Given the share diversity of the Oracle product line, and
the level of complexity of integration, management can be
quite a daunting task. The CIO's Guide to Oracle Products
and Solutions is the go-to guide for all things Oracle. It
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provides management-level guidance on how to successfully
navigate and manage the full range of Oracle products. The
book presents management best practices and
user/developer lessons learned in the use of Oracle products
and services. Supplying both conceptual and technical views,
the text focuses on what CIOs need to do to orient, or
reorient, their organization toward the use of Oracle products
and services. It describes how to develop a strategic
framework for the use of these products and services rather
than the specific product or service itself. This strategic
framework will help you to prepare, educate, keep up with
change, mitigate risk, and implement with the confidence
needed to succeed. Providing an overview of the suite of
Oracle technologies and solutions, the book covers the heart
of the Oracle products set, including Oracle analytics,
enterprise performance management, Oracle cloud, data
management, application development, social business, and
fusion. It examines compliance and security issues and
includes metrics to help you evaluate potential solutions. The
book also provides readers with access to a set of helpful
resources on the book’s page at www.crcpress.com,
including cloud procurement best practices, cloud migration
tips, a sample project procurement plan template, and various
glossaries.
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